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Abstract

Background: Unilateral stroke produces debilitating deficits in voluntary control in the contralesional arm, and significant motor coordination deficits in the ipsilesional arm. In addition, patients tend to avoid bilateral arm patterns during performance of activities of daily living. Nevertheless, upper extremity physical rehabilitation predominantly focuses on motor training activities with only the paretic arm. This can be limiting because of persistent deficits in the ipsilesional arm, and because of the tendency of patients to avoid spontaneous bilateral arm patterns.

Proposition: Rehabilitation should focus on bilateral training to advance recovery of function in both arms of stroke patients, as well as to facilitate spontaneous bilateral arm use. This paper reviews the rationale for this approach, citing evidence for significant hemisphere specific bilateral motor deficits in stroke patients, which affect both the contralesional and the ipsilesional arm. The rationale for, and advantages of, training both arms simultaneously through bilateral tasks is reviewed. Although bilateral training has been employed to treat stroke patients previously, this has tended to focus on bimanual ‘coupling’ as a rationale for performing parallel, but not cooperative bilateral tasks. Bilateral synergy provides a more functional framework for structuring post-stroke upper extremity rehabilitation.

Conclusion: Bilateral synergy may be causally linked to spontaneous bilateral arm use, suggesting that rehabilitation should be focused on bilateral cooperative tasks, such as bilateral object transport. Further research is required to determine whether this approach could be efficacious for patients with hemiparesis, and whether both left and right hemisphere strokes can benefit from such intervention.

INTRODUCTION

It has been well-established that unilateral stroke results in sensorimotor deficits in both arms of stroke patients, which is often manifested by hemiparesis and deficits in voluntary control in the contralesional arm [1-6], and also by significant coordination deficits in the ipsilesional arm [7-21]. Nevertheless, the primary goals of upper extremity physical rehabilitation continue to focus on recovery of function in the paretic arm alone [22-28]. This can be limiting, even when contralesional arm control improves, because persistent deficits in the ipsilesional arm can limit both recovery of function and carry-over of training into natural settings [29-31]. Physical rehabilitation should focus on bilateral training to advance recovery of function following stroke. This approach has the advantages of promoting recovery in both arms, and of specific training of bilateral movements, which can directly improve performance on activities of daily living (ADL). Physical rehabilitation could be enhanced by exploiting the cooperative action of both hands during common goal directed activities. Such training should enhance spontaneous use of bilateral patterns, which may be critical in promoting spontaneous use of both arms during ADL and thus requisite to more improvements in functional recovery. This paper presents a rationale for training both the contralesional and ipsilesional arms in physical rehabilitation, for focusing on bilateral tasks, and finally for exploiting cooperative, as opposed to parallel, bilateral tasks to elicit bilateral synergies.

Strong rationale for focusing upper limb rehabilitation on bilateral movements have previously been delineated [29,32-34]. Nevertheless, upper limb physical rehabilitation continues to focus predominantly on movement experiences with the contralesional arm. The rationale for this focus is likely that recovery of bilateral patterns will naturally emerge, when paresis is diminished. Indeed, it is well understood that functional activities of daily living are overwhelmingly dependent on bilateral movements [10]. However, this view fails to recognize that substantial movement deficits also occur in the non-paretic arm. In addition, specific deficits in bilateral coordination have been shown to result from unilateral sensorimotor stroke [30,35-37]. In fact, even patients with mild paresis tend to avoid spontaneous use of the contralesional arm to assist with...
ADL that are normally performed using bilateral arm patterns [10,38]. Thus, specific training in bilateral movements seems to be critical to reestablish spontaneous bilateral arm use during ADL. The following sections will present evidence for bilateral motor deficits in stroke patients, the importance of focusing rehabilitation on both arms, and on bilateral movements.

The hemisphere-specificity of the sensorimotor deficits that result from unilateral stroke appears to result from the lateralized organization of motor functions in the cerebral cortices. Previous research from our laboratory has indicated that two aspects of motor control have become specialized to different hemispheres: The right hemisphere for control of limb impedance, and the left hemisphere for predicting task dynamics [39]. Whereas, the specific processes that have become lateralized remain controversial [18,40-44], the effect of lateralization in motor control processes is that unilateral movements require both hemispheres to contribute their specializations to motor performance. Thus, when one hemisphere is lesioned, hemisphere-specific motor deficits become evident in both arms of stroke patients. This bi-hemispheric control scheme is consistent with neuroimaging studies that have revealed activation in motor cortical areas of both brain hemispheres during unilateral hand and arm movements [45-51].

Consistent with the idea that both contralateral and ipsilateral hemisphere mechanisms are critical for control of unilateral movements, hemisphere-specific ipsilesional deficits reflect the specializations of each hemisphere for different movement control processes [16,17,52-56]. Not surprisingly, these deficits in motor coordination and learning reflect the functional advantages that were previously reported for the dominant and non-dominant arms of healthy subjects that are associated with handedness [39,57-63]. More specifically, left hemisphere damage is associated with ipsilesional deficits in intersegmental coordination and trajectory smoothness, while right hemisphere damage is associated with deficits in final position accuracy [39]. Other studies have shown that left hemisphere damage produces deficits in the early phase of motion, while right hemisphere damage produces deficits in the later phase, supporting a dissociation between predictive and feedback mediated control processes [17,64]. Desrosiers et al. [21] and Schaefer et al. [53] emphasized the functional importance of these deficits by reporting correlations with deficits in clinical movement evaluations that include simulated activities of daily living. Taken together this research supports abi-hemispheric model of control, in which each hemisphere contributes specialized processes to each arm. A strong prediction of this model is that hemisphere specific deficits should occur in the contralateral as well as the ipsilesional arms of stroke patients. In support of this prediction, Robertson et al. [65] revealed coordination deficits in both arms of stroke patients with left hemisphere damage that were consistent with previous reports of intersegmental coordination deficits [53]. We recently expanded this support by demonstrating that left hemisphere lesions produce contralesional deficits in direction control and trajectory straightness, whereas, right lesions produce contralesional deficits in movement termination [6]. In summary, there has been substantial support for the idea that the lateralized organization of motor control systems in the brain leads to hemisphere-specific deficits in both arms of stroke patients. These findings support a lateralized, bi-hemispheric model of motor control and emphasize the importance of focusing rehabilitation on both arms of unilaterally lesioned stroke patients.

**Bilateral Training in Stroke Rehabilitation**

The importance of coordination of the two arms for self care, home, work, and leisure activities is self-evident. The arms engage in an infinite variety of coordinated behaviors that typically involve different actions of each arm, such as slicing bread, washing dishes, buttoning a shirt, and carrying and placing large, heavy, and/or delicate objects. In all of these cases, control of the arms is interactive and coordinated. One might expect such coordination to require devoted neural control mechanisms. In fact, studies in human patients [66], and non-human primates [67] established that damage to supplementary motor area (SMA) specifically disrupts the ability to coordinate the hands, while other studies have identified bilateral-specific neurons in both SMA and primary motor cortex [68-71]. Consistent with these findings, recent studies have indicated limited transfer between unilateral and bilateral conditions [72-74], suggesting that bilateral movement control entails processes that are not shared with unilateral movements. This is of particular importance to physical rehabilitation, given that performance on activities of daily living (ADL) is better predicted by the degree to which stroke patients use both arms to complete the tasks, rather than by the function of either arm alone [10]. The fact that right hemisphere damaged patients tend to avoid bilateral arm use more than the left hemisphere damaged cohort, even when matched for demographic factors, lesion characteristics, and contralesional arm impairment level, suggests that bilateral coordination might also be a lateralized function that is more dependent on right hemisphere mechanisms [38]. However, more research is necessary to test this hypothesis.

**Interlimb Coupling:** Historically, the vast majority of bilateral studies have focused on the concept of interlimb 'coupling', quantified as a similarity in performance between the arms. This approach, exemplified by the seminal work of Kelso [75], is that control of the two arms can be simplified by "organizing functional groupings of muscles that are constrained to act as a single unit". This constraint is presumably due to a common command signal. Bilateral interference is one example of bilateral coupling, in which a task performed with one hand (i.e. drawing a C shape) seems to interfere with a different simultaneous task performed by the other hand (i.e. drawing a U shape). Ivry and others [76-78] have demonstrated that this is an effect at the cognitive level of task organization that can be mitigated with perceptual cues. Furthermore, other studies have shown that certain bilateral rhythmic motions are more difficult to coordinate than others, including cyclic movements of the arms that have complex temporal relationships. However, these patterns are also easily performed with the advantage of explicit task cues [79], suggesting the idea that such "interference" in performance occurs at the higher levels of task planning, rather than basic sensorimotor processes. Another line of research has shown that performance of synchronous bilateral movements is most symmetric when the biomechanics are similar between the arms [80-82]. A caveat of this approach to assessing bimanual
coupling is that the two movement conditions are fundamentally different: If muscle activity is similar, movements that are symmetric with respect to biomechanics will be symmetric with respect to kinematics. Movements that are not mechanically symmetric require different muscle activities for kinematic symmetry. Thus, the idea that interlimb coupling reflects a similarity in the command signals (reflected by muscle activity) is erroneous. If task kinetics are asymmetric, then symmetry in kinematics would require asymmetric muscle activities, a finding that contradicts Kelso's original definition of 'coupling.' Therefore, it is difficult to understand what the empirical findings from this line of research might reveal about neural control. Nevertheless, the general result indicates that interlimb "coupling" is limited to a particular class of bilateral actions, which leaves open the question of how bilateral movements might be coordinated during a more general set of behaviors.

**Interlimb Synergy:** Another view of multi-effector coordination has recently been elaborated in the form of movement synergies. According to the 'synergy' view of coordination, the central nervous system organizes sets of effectors (i.e., muscles, limb segments, limbs, etc.) such that the individual effector contributions covary to stabilize task performance. For example, when using both hands to transport a container full of soup, the hands must interact and compensate for one another. If both hands push too hard, the container will collapse, whereas if one hand produces torque about the horizontal axis, the other hand needs to counter this to prevent spills. In short, the two hands must actively compensate for one another's errors to stabilize task performance. This view of coordination has been operationalized in a computational approach advanced by Schoner, Latash, and colleagues in the form of the Uncontrolled Manifold (UCM) Hypothesis [83-87]. The computational details of that approach are beyond the scope of this paper, but the gist of the analysis is demonstrative: The UCM analysis quantifies the variation of the output of each effector at comparable phases across multiple trials. For example, during the performance of a task, such as maintaining an instructed total force with two fingers, each finger produces slightly different forces in different trials. This requires the other finger to compensate for such variations in order to keep total force unchanged between trials. In contrast, if the two finger forces are coupled, or positively covary with one another, task errors would become amplified. UCM analysis quantifies such covariation, relative a manifold corresponding to perfect task performance. Variations orthogonal to the UCM lead to task errors. Substantial evidence has established that during performance of a variety of tasks, variance orthogonal to the UCM is smaller, compared to within the UCM variance [83-87]. This approach provides a convenient perspective for assessment and training of bilateral movements because it is restricted to tasks that require cooperation between the two hands. In order to exemplify the distinction between cooperative and parallel bilateral movements, we next present data on two tasks from our laboratory. Parallel bilateral movements refers to simultaneous movements with both arms, in which task success for one hand does not depend on performance of the other hand, such as when placing two cups on a countertop. Cooperative bilateral movements, in contrast, refers to simultaneous interactive movements, in which task success depends on the cooperative interaction between the hands, such as when placing a single cup, held with both hands, on a countertop.

**Tasks:** We have designed two virtual transport tasks in order to quantify the effects of task structure on bilateral coordination. Preliminary data in young healthy subjects is presented that differentiates performance on parallel tasks versus cooperative tasks, and exemplifies the importance of bilateral synergy in performance. These tasks are: 1) Parallel Cursor Transport 2) Cooperative Virtual Object Transport. Our experimental setup is depicted in Figure 1, which shows an individual seated in front of a table. The hands rest on the table top between trials, while participants are instructed to lift their hands above the table for the duration of each trial. The task and movement feedback is displayed on a horizontal mirror positioned 35 cm above the table surface. This mirror reflects the stimuli presented on a horizontal, inverted, 55° HDTV display.

**Parallel transport (Figure 2):** In this task, individuals align two cursors (one for each hand) in start circles at the beginning of trial. After 500 ms, an audio "go" signal is given, when individuals are to move both cursors simultaneously to each of two displayed targets.

**Cooperative transport (Figure 3):** A single cursor is located with the right and left ends at the same positions as the start positions for Task 1. However, a single cursor is located half way between the hand locations and positioned in a central start circle. The trial can only begin when the hands are symmetrically positioned in the same positions as used for Task 1.

Figure 4 left shows our findings for data calculated at movement end for a representative subject. The location of the left hand final position on an axis perpendicular to the target direction is plotted against the equivalent position for the right hand. If these deviations compensate for one another, the data should fall along a line with a negative slope. For perpendicular
deviations, Task 1 (parallel transport) shows no such covariation between the hands, while the cooperative transport task shows substantial negative covariation. The bar plots indicate the mean ± SE of the Fisher transformed correlation coefficients across all four individuals in two task groups. While the transport task recruits substantial covariation, the parallel cursor task does not.

This negative covariation stabilizes cursor location along this axis, and can be considered a synergy that is selectively recruited during the cooperative object transport task. This shows that the nature of the task can elicit different forms of cooperation between the hands. We suggest that bilateral cooperation, in the form of synergy, is a critical component for training bilateral coordination in stroke patients.

**SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

Physical rehabilitation has a longstanding tradition of focusing upper limb training on the contralesional, often paretic, arm. There are few clinical or research tools developed for assessing bilateral coordination, or for tracking improvements in bilateral coordination in the clinical or research environments. This is particularly important for right hemisphere damaged patients, as recent research has suggested that right hemisphere stroke is associated with a substantial decrement in spontaneous bilateral arm use, which can be particularly debilitating due to the phenomenon of learned non-use in the contralesional arm [88-91]. This effect can be compounded by the fact that movement practice appears to be the single most critical determinant in motor recovery following stroke [24,92-95], further emphasizing the importance of spontaneous arm use in unsupervised settings. A number of previous intervention studies have shown promising effects of bilateral practice on motor recovery [29-32,96,97]. However, this practice often focuses on bilateral actions that are not cooperative between the hands, such as rhythmic cued movements [36], or robot assisted bilateral reaching [98]. We suggest a causal relationship between bilateral coordination and spontaneous bilateral arm use, and thus propose that rehabilitation protocols should be extended to focus on bilateral cooperative tasks, such as object transport, that elicit covariation between the arms. The concept of bilateral synergy provides a framework for designing tasks and assessing performance during bilateral activities. This framework allows monitoring of bilateral cooperation, rather than similarity in kinematics: if one arm makes tasks errors, the other compensates for these errors. Thus, performance is stabilized by differential actions that are compensatory in nature. This approach should be incorporated into assessment and design of bilateral coordination tasks for patients in both research and clinical settings. Further studies are necessary to determine whether this approach will be efficacious for patients with hemiparesis, and whether left and right hemisphere strokes can benefit from such intervention.
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